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Abstract:The introduction and spread of bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana)in western North America may have played a
central role in the declines of native ranid frogs. Specifically, a positive correlation exists between the absence of
California red-legged frogs (Rana auroradraytonii)and the presence of introduced bullfrogs, but coexistence does
occur in some environments. Enclosure experiments and diet studies have shown that bullfrogs prey on larval and
juvenile California red-legged frogs. We used a modeling approach to quantify the threat of bullfrog predation on
California red-legged frog populations. We created age-structured population models for both species. We used
these models to (1) explore the sensitivity of red-legged frog populations to changes in the intensity of bullfrog
predation; (2) explore the hypothesis that high flood frequencies increase the probability for coexistence in southern California streams; and (3) examine the efficacy of bullfrog management strategies, such as shooting adults
and draining livestock grazing ponds. Our model simulations indicated that winter floods, which strongly increase
mortality of bullfrogs but not red-legged frogs, facilitate coexistence if they occur more than once every 5 years.
We found that increasing adult bullfrog mortality through shooting would benefit red-legged frogs only with
extreme effort. Conversely, the draining of livestock grazing ponds can be effective in bullfrog management if
draining occurs at least every 2 years. Shooting and draining in tandem were successful at decreasing bullfrog densities. Finally, our model provided a quantitative measure of bullfrog predation on California red-legged frogs that
can potentially be used to assess the impact of bullfrogs on a site-by-sitebasis. Our model, plus experimental studies that link specific environmental factors to the bullfrog predation rate, can provide managers with a useful tool
for controlling populations and facilitating conservation efforts for the California red-legged frog.
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Amphibians have suffered severe declines in
the past 2 decades (Alford and Richards 1999).
Several declines in the western United States
have been associated with introduced aquatic
predators (Moyle 1973, Bury and Luckenbach
1976, Fisher and Shaffer 1996, Knapp and
Matthews 2000). Bullfrog introduction
and
spread in western North America have played a
central role in the declines of several native ranid
frogs (Moyle 1973, Bury and Luckenbach 1976,
Schwalbe and Rosen 1988). Early surveys by
Moyle (1973) found an abundance of bullfrogs in
habitat formerly occupied by native frogs in California's southern central valley and suggested a
causal relationship between bullfrog presence
and the absence of native anurans. Several other
and Blaustein
(Kiesecker
1997,
experiments

1998; Lawler et al. 1999; Christopher
2000;
Kiesecker et al. 2001 b), field studies (Fisher and
Shaffer 1996), and observations have found that
red-legged frog abundance is negatively correlated with the presence of bullfrogs.
The California red-legged frog is now extinct in
approximately 70% of its historic range (Hayes
and Jennings 1986, 1989; Jennings 1988; Jennings
and Hayes 1994; Fisher and Shaffer 1996). Current
working hypotheses to explain these declines
include climate change, increased exposure to
UV-B, and pesticides (Davidson et al. 2001), as well
as historical overharvesting, habitat destruction,
and introduced species (Jennings and Hayes
1985). These factors may work synergistically to
decrease the California red-legged frog's chances
for persistence (Hayes andJennings 1986, Kiesecker et al. 2001a, Blaustein and Kiesecker 2002).
Hence, it is difficult to determine the impact of
introduced bullfrogs on red-legged frogs (Hayes
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Lawler et al. 1999, Kiesecker et al. 2001b). Both
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species coexist in some environments, but redlegged frogs have become extinct in others
(Hayes and Jennings 1986, Twedt 1993, Cook
1997, Christopher 2000). These observations form
the basis for 2 fundamental questions: (1) can we
determine which populations are more at risk of
extinction because of bullfrog introductions? and
(2) after identifying high-risk cases, what are the
best options for bullfrog management?
The California red-legged frog and the bullfrog
inhabit 2 distinct habitat types, ponds and streams.
In southern California, streams periodically endure scouring floods. Because of natural history
differences, these floods markedly decrease bullfrog populations but only slightly affect California
red-legged frog populations (S. S. Sweet, University of California-Santa Barbara, personal communication). During peak flow, bullfrog larvae
and adults remain in streams (Bury and Whelan
1984), while red-legged frogs are rarely seen along
streams during this time (Rathbun et al. 1993;S. S.
Sweet, University of California-SantaBarbara, personal communication). Because flooding events
affect each species differently, flood frequency
could influence the probability for coexistence of
native California red-legged frogs with introduced bullfrogs in southern California streams.
Attempts to manage bullfrog populations have
focused on both eradication of the larval stage
and removal of adults (Rosen and Schwalbe 1995,
Wassersug 1997, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2002). The feasibility of managing bullfrogs from
either adult or larval perspectives varies depending on location and habitat. For instance, drains
can be installed in livestock grazing ponds, but
draining larger wetlands is increasingly difficult
and less beneficial for other wildlife.
Habitat type and location are both critical factors to consider when assessing bullfrog management options, particularlyfor the benefit of native
anurans. Smaller artificial ponds can provide
much-needed habitat for the California red-legged
frog, but can become sinks when introduced bullfrogs are present (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2002). Proposed pond management to benefit
California red-legged frogs, when bullfrogs are
present, includes regular and complete draining
once every 3-4 years (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2002). In habitats not amenable to hydroperiod alterations, attempts to eradicate bullfrogs
have involved imposing large mortalities on adults
via shooting (Schwalbe and Rosen 1988; Rosen
and Schwalbe 1995; S. S. Sweet, University of California-Santa Barbara, personal communication).

Regardless of approach, successful bullfrog management will require much time and effort.
We used a mathematical model to explore consequences of bullfrog predation on California
red-legged frog populations. We developed agestructured models for both frog species, and
examined the effect of each model parameter on
the overall population dynamics and persistence
patterns. We examined the impact of.floods and
2 bullfrog management strategies, the shooting
of adult bullfrogs and the draining of livestock
grazing ponds, on the population dynamics of
both species and the persistence patterns for California red-legged frogs. By using a modeling
approach, we addressed specific mechanisms that
might underlie observed patterns of persistence.
We assessed the effectiveness of different management strategies used to control bullfrog populations for the benefit of red-legged frog populations.

METHODS
The Basic Model
Many natural history aspects of the red-legged
frog and bullfrog are similar, and the population
models therefore share some key assumptions.
Both species reproduce seasonally and have discrete, overlapping generations (Fig. 1). We used a
yearly time step, with each new period starting at
the beginning of April. We assumed a 1:1sex ratio.
The red-legged frog breeds from late November to early April, and embryos hatch 6-14 days
after fertilization (Stebbins 1985, Jennings 1988,
Jennings and Hayes 1994). The tadpole stage is 6
months long, and metamorphosis typically
occurs between July and September. Juveniles
become sexually mature in 2-3 years. Adults can
live up to 10 years (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
2002). Survival probabilities for the red-legged
frog are for post-breeding census data. The firstyear juvenile age-class combined both the tadpole and metamorph stages. We denoted 3 juvenile year classes {M1, M2, M31and 1 adult stage
class {C)for red-legged frogs (Caswell 2001).
Bullfrogs living in the western United States
breed from April to July (Bury and Whelan 1984,
Stebbins 1985). We used pre-breeding census
data for bullfrog survival probabilities. Tadpoles
take 1 year to metamorphose, and juveniles reach
sexual maturity in 2 years (Bury and Whelan
1984). We denoted 1 tadpole stage class {T}, 1
juvenile stage class Jf},and 1 adult stage class {A}
for bullfrogs (Caswell 2001).
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U.S. Geological Survey, personal communication). We assumed that adult bullfrogs eat both
bullfrog tadpoles and first-yearjuveniles, and that
adult red-legged frogs cannibalize only first-year
juveniles.
Red legged frog population dynamics can now
be written as:

1S2
v(t + 1) = Rd(t).

Bullfrog population dynamics can be written as:
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Fig. 1. Life-cyclediagramsand the correspondingpopulation
matricesforCalifornia
red-leggedfrogs(R)and bullfrogs(B). In
the life-cyclediagram,the solidarrowsandcorresponding
parameters representtransitionsbetween life stages and the survival probabilityfor each transition.The dashed arrowsand
correspondingparametersrepresentcannibalismon tadpoles
and juvenilesby adults.The dottedarrowsand corresponding
parametersrepresentadultbullfrogpredationon juvenileredlegged frogs.Forthe matricies,firepresentslosses due to predationand cannibalismon age class i (i = T,J, A, M1,M2,M3,
C). Survivalprobabilitiesbetweenstage classes of red-legged
frogs and bullfrogs,in absence of predationand cannibalism,
are representedby Pi and Si. Fecundityof red-leggedfrogs
and bullfrogsis representedby rand b, respectively.

in which {v = [M1 M2 M3 C]'} and {u = [T JA]')},
are the population vectors for red-legged frogs
and bullfrogs, respectively. The elements of each
vector represent the density in each stage class
(i.e., number of individuals/unit length of shoreline). The matrices R and B are the population
matrices for red-legged frogs and bullfrogs,
respectively (Fig. 1).
To derive functions for predation and cannibalism, we assumed that prey were caught at a
rate proportional to the density of predators, and
predator density remains constant within a time
step, At. The fraction of bullfrog tadpoles {Tjthat
survived cannibalism is now written as the Ricker
function (Gurney and Nisbet 1998):
fT= exp(-yA(t)At),

Bullfrogs are important predators in most aquatic ecosystems that contain red-legged frogs, but
red-legged frogs are not an essential part of the
bullfrog diet (Bury and Whelan 1984). In our
model, bullfrog growth and reproduction was
independent of red-legged frog consumption.
Studies in the field and in artificialenclosures have
shown that bullfrogs are capable of consuming
red-legged frogs up to 75 mm in length (U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service 2002; Kiesecker and Blaustein
1997; S. V. Christopher, University of CaliforniaSanta Barbara, unpublished data). We assumed
that adult bullfrogs have the largest impact on
first- and second-year juvenile red-legged frogs,
and included predation on only these 2 stages.
Cannibalism in bullfrogs is well documented in
the field, and diet studies have found immature
bullfrogs in the stomachs of adults (Bury and
Whelan 1984, Schwalbe and Rosen 1988, Stuart
1993, Rogers 1996). Cannibalism also is known to
occur in red-legged frog populations (N. J. Scott,

(lb)

(2)

where y is the attack rate of adult bullfrogs foraging conspecific tadpoles. Using the same format,
we derived functions for intraspecific predation
on first-yearjuvenile bullfrogs
=

j exp(-LpA(t)At),

(3a)

intraspecific and interspecific predation on firstyear juvenile red-legged frogs
fM,= exp((-rlC(t)

- aMA(t))At),

(3b)

and bullfrog predation on second-year juvenile
red-legged frogs
fM2= exp(-CaM2A(t)At),

(3c)

where attack rates are represented by It (intraspecific predation on first-yearjuvenile bullfrogs), rl
(intraspecific predation on first-yearjuvenile redlegged frogs), and aM1and aM2 (interspecific predation on first- and second-year juvenile red-
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Table1. Symbolsand definitionsformodelparametersand the defaultvalues used in modelsimulations.
Defaultmean Parameter
parameter rangeforthe
Parameter
Definition
Publishedvalue
Reference
values annualvariation
0.025
Licht1974
0.0250 0.0225-0.0275
First-yearjuvenilered-leggedfrogsurvivorship
P1
0.250
0.225-0.275
Second-yearjuvenilered-leggedfrogsurvivorship
P2
0.52
Licht1974
0.40
0.36-0.44
Third-year
juvenilered-leggedfrogsurvivorship
P3
Adultred-leggedfrog survivorship
Licht1974
0.686
0.50
0.45-0.55
P4
R
1,000-3,000 Jenningsand Hayes1994 1,500
1,300-1,700
Red-leggedfrogfecunditya
0.07-0.12
0.10
0.12-0.18 Cecil et al. 1979
Bullfrogtadpolesurvivorship
So
0.015-0.025
0.020
First-yearjuvenilebullfrogsurvivorship
S,
0.32
Second-yearjuvenilebullfrogsurvivorship
S2
Adultbullfrogsurvivorship
0.65
0.65
0.50-0.80
Raney 1940
S3
B
500-12,500 Buryand Whelan1984 4,000
3,000-5,000
Bullfrogfecunditya
attackrateon bullfrogtadpolesb
0.02
0.016-0.024
y
Intrapecific
attackrateon first-year
0.05
0.04-0.06
intrapecific
juvenilebullfrogsb
9I
attackrateon first-year
Intrapecific
juvenile
r
0.033
0.027-0.037
red-leggedfrogsb
a Fecunditieshave unitsof eggs/adult.
bAttackrates have unitsof kmshorelinecleared/adult/year.

legged frogs; Fig. 1; Table 1). All attack rate and metric beta distribution to 60% above and below
cannibalism values have units of km shoreline
the default parameter values.
Stochastic Simulations.-The environment that
cleared/predator/year.
We parameterized the model using published red-legged frogs and bullfrogs inhabit is complex
values when possible (Table 1). When values were and varies annually. To investigate effects of this
unknown, we used values reported for closely variation, we organized the parameters into 3
related species. Values for survival probabilities groups: vital rates for the red-legged frogs, vital
have not been determined for either frog species rates for bullfrogs, and attack rates describing
in southern California, and those reported for the cannibalism and predation. The parameter valred-legged frog are for the northern subspecies, ues within each group have a covariance of 1
Rana auroraaurora.There are no published values (Table 2). We started simulations from the equifor any of the cannibalism parameters. However, librium population densities in the absence of
the cannibalism parameter determines the popu- predation and set the adult population density to
lation's equilibrium density. To estimate reason- zero if it dropped below 2 adult frogs/kilometer
able values for the cannibalism parameters, we of shoreline. The extinction depended only
used densities of adult bullfrogs and red-legged weakly on the arbitraryvalue chosen to represent
frogs from field surveys and used those to solve the adult extinction threshold.
for the cannibalism parameters.
Monte Carlo Simulations.---Considerable uncer- FloodingSimulations
To simulate a year with a winter flood, we
tainty existed in the values of all model parameters. To study the impact of this uncertainty, we imposed additional mortalities on all bullfrog
ran 1,000 Monte Carlo simulations for both the stage classes (excluding eggs) and all red-legged
deterministic and stochastic models (Monte Carlo frog life stages (including eggs). We examined 3
Sets 1 and 2; Table 2). We selected parameter extreme combinations of flood induced mortalicombinations at random from a symmetrical beta ties (Table 2). During flood years, we reduced
distribution bounded 40% above and below the survival probabilities for all bullfrog stage classes
default parameter values listed in Table 1. We (excluding eggs) by 90, 80, or 70% and all redonly accepted parameter combinations that en- legged frog life stages (including eggs) by 10, 20,
sured population viability in the absence of pre- or 30%, respectively. We explored persistence
dation (parameter combinations that yield eigen- probabilities of red-legged frogs for a range of
values for the population matrices >1). Following flood probabilities and attack rate values.
Historic Stream-FlowSimulations.- We inferred
these simulations, we increased the degree of unthe
natural flood frequencies for streams in Santa
on
the
the
bounds
symcertainty by increasing
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Table2. Names, descriptions,and detailsof each modelsimulationand uncertaintytest.
Simulation
Description
MonteCarlo Uncertaintyin the defaultmean
Set 1
parametervalues forthe
deterministicmodel

Simulationdetails
Parametercombinationswere randomlychosen froma symmetrical
beta distribution
withupperand lowerboundsset 40%above and
belowthe defaultmean parametervalues.We compareresultsfor
1,000 randomparametercombinations.

Stochastic
Annualvariationin the vitalrates
Simulation and attackrates

Annualvariationwas incorporatedby randomlychoosing parameter
values froma symmetricalbeta distribution
bounded5% above and
belowthe defaultmean attackrates and bounded10%above and
belowthe defaultmean vitalrates fromTable1. We ran 1,000 realizations foreach attackratevalue rangingfrom0-0.3.

Uncertainty Uncertaintyin the annualvariation
Test 1
incorporatedin the vitalrates.

Same as the StochasticSimulationdescribedabove except here the
yearlyvariationin the vitalrateparameterswere randomlychosen from
a symmetricalbeta distribution
bounded40%above and belowthe
defaultmean values.The same randomnumbersfromthe Stochastic
Simulationswere used forthe annualvariationin the attackrates.We
ran 1,000 realizationsforeach attackratevalue rangingfrom0-0.3.

Uncertainty Uncertaintyin the annualvariation
Test 2
incorporatedin the attackrates

Same as the StochasticSimulationdescribedabove except here the
yearlyvariationin the attackrateparameterswas randomlychosen
froma symmetricalbeta distribution
bounded40%above and below
the defaultmean attackratevalues.The same randomnumbersfrom
the StochasticSimulationswere used forthe annualvariationin the
vitalrates.We ran 1,000 realizationsforeach attackratevalue ranging from0-0.3.

MonteCarlo Uncertaintyin the defaultmean
Set 2
parametervalues forthe basic
stochastic model

We ranthe StochasticSimulation(1,000 realizationsof the basic
stochasticmodel)foreach combinationof mean parametervalues
used in the MonteCarloSet 1. We fixedthe annualvariationby using
the same randomnumbersfromthe originalStochasticSimulation.

Flood
Variationin floodfrequencies
Simulation

This simulationbuildson the StochasticSimulationdescribedabove.
We ranthe StochasticSimulationforflood probabilitiesrangingfrom
0-0.4. We randomlyselect a floodyear froma uniformdistribution
of
randomnumbersrangingfrom0-1 and impose additionalfloodmoralities of 80%on bullfrogsand 20%on red-leggedfrogs.We ran 100
simulationsforeach floodprobability
and predationattackrate.

Uncertainty Uncertaintyin the flood-induced
Test 3
mortalityrates

We reranthe FloodSimulation
combinations
usingfloodinducedmortality
of 70%bullfrogs/30%
redred-leggedfrogsand90%bullfrogs/10%
leggedfrogs.

HistoricFlow Simulationsusing the historic
Simulations streamflowsequences

We ranthe FloodSimulationdescribedabove only insteadof randomly
choosingfloodyears we used the historicfloodsequence corresponding to streams in Santa Barbaraand Venturacounties.

AdultShootingShootingadultbullfrogs

This buildson the StochasticSimulationby addingadultshootingmortalitiesof 0.3, 0.45, 0.55, 0.65, and 0.75, at frequenciesrangingfrom
once/yrto once/10 yr.We ran 100 realizationsforeach attackrate
value rangingfrom0-0.3 foreach shootingmortalityat each shooting
frequency.

Pond DrainingPonddraining

This buildson the StochasticSimulationby adding 100%mortalityon
the larvalstage at intervalsfromonce/yrto once/10 yr.We ran 100
realizationsforeach attackratevalue rangingfrom0 to 0.3 foreach
drainingfrequency.

Combination The combinationof shootingadult
Treatment
bullfrogsand ponddraining

Thissimulation
combinesthe adultshootingsimulationwiththe ponddrainingsimulations.We imposedadultmortalitiesof 0.3, 0.45, 0.55,
0.65, and 0.75, with100%tadpolemortalityforfrequenciesof oncelyr
to once/10 yr.We ran 100 realizationsforeach attackratevalue, adult
mortality,and managementfrequency.
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Barbara and Ventura Counties from historical
stream-flow data of instantaneous peak flows.
Our data came from sections of the Santa Ynez
River, Sespe Creek, Matilijia Creek, and Piru
Creek (U.S. Geological Survey 2000). We combined this information with recorded observations of extreme disturbance to the streambeds
and damage to adjacent roads (S. S. Sweet, University of California-Santa Barbara, personal communication; Road Damage Reports, U.S. Forest
Service, Santa Barbara County, California). The
February storms of 1992 were the lowest in intensity, yet caused damage to all of the streams previously mentioned. Therefore, we used the peak
flows of these storms to define what constituted a
flood year for previous and subsequent years.
The timing of bullfrog introductions, coupled
with the unique flood sequence for each stream,
may strongly influence the extinction probability
for red-legged frogs. We used field notes and museum records to estimate the time of each introduction. Bullfrogs were first observed in Sespe Creek
and Piru Creek in 1981 (S. S. Sweet, University of
California-Santa Barbara, unpublished data). For
Matilija Creek, the exact year is unknown. However, in the late 1940s, bullfrogs thrived at Mr.
Lee's Frog Hatchery at Casitas Springs not far
from Matilija (Sanders 1950). From this, we estimated that escaped bullfrogs were capable of
establishing themselves in Matilija by 1950. The
earliest museum record found for bullfrogs in
the Santa Ynez River was May 1979, but they were
most likely present before 1979. We ran 2 simulations for the Santa Ynez River, the first starting
from 1979 and the second starting from 1969.

BullfrogManagement
Adult Shooting.--We measured effort in 2 ways:
the additional mortality imposed on the adult
bullfrog population and the period of each
shooting event. The additional mortality was multiplicative. For example, an additional mortality
of 30% means that adult year-to-year survival is
reduced to 70% of its previous value. We examined effects of additional mortalities of 30, 45, 55,
65, and 75%, for shooting frequencies ranging
from 0.1 to 1 (a shooting frequency of 0.1 corresponds to imposing an additional mortality on
adult bullfrogs once every 10 years).
Pond Draining.--We used the basic model
described previously in this section, but induced
100% mortality in the tadpole life stage of bullfrogs to simulate the effects of pond draining. We
varied the draining period (number of years

429

between each pond draining event) from 0.1 to 1
(a pond draining frequency of 0.1 corresponds to
draining a pond once every 10 years).
The CombinedManagementStrategyof Pond Draining and Adult Shooting.--After examining the
effect of imposing an additional adult mortality
and eliminating a cohort of tadpoles separately
on the population dynamics of bullfrogs and the
persistence patterns of red-legged frogs, we
explored simulations combining both strategies.
We simultaneously imposed an additional adult
mortality of 30, 45, 55, 65 or 75%, and a tadpole
mortality of 100% over a range of frequencies
from 0.1 to 1.

ModelAnalysis
The model described in this section is complex
(multispecies, multi-age classes, and several types
of stochasticity). We first studied a number of
simplified, deterministic models more amenable
to formal mathematical analyses, whereby a
secure conceptual foundation was provided for
the interpretation of large computer simulations.
We calculated the equilibria of the simplified
models, and reported the results of each simulation and tests of uncertainty (Table 2).

RESULTS
Equilibria,Stability,and Uncertainty
Single SpeciesRed-leggedFrog EquilibriumAnalyses.-With cannibalism, but without predation,
we have 2 independent density-dependent models. The model for red-legged frogs describes the
dynamics of a red-legged frog population in a system that has not been invaded by bullfrogs. From
equations la and 3b, equilibria densities for each
stage class can be calculated. The density of adult
red-legged frogs in equilibrium is

i

II-

4
rP2P3(4)

P4
This indicates a viable equilibrium, provided that
fecundity can compensate for background mortality in the stage classes (i.e., r> [1 -P4] /PIP2P3).
The equilibrium density approaches zero as the
cannibalism attack rate parameter, r, becomes very
large, but the population cannot become extinct
purely because of cannibalism. The parameter rI
merely controls the equilibrium population size.
Because the expression for cannibalism is of the
Ricker type, the equilibrium may be stable or unstable, depending on parameter values (Gurney
and Nisbet 1998). With unstable equilibria, long-
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+ aM2 as the predation attack rate,

a,M
and to the highest
attack rate allowing for coexiscritical
tence
as
the
attack rate. With the default
0.2
0.3
0.05
0.1
0.15
0
0.25
criticalattackrate
parameters in Table 1, the critical attack rate is
0.071 km shoreline cleared/adult bullfrog/year.
Monte CarloSet 1.--We investigated the sensitivFig.2. A largevariationin the defaultparametervalues inTable
1 resultsina narrowdistribution
of criticalattackrates(thebullof the critical attack rate by calculating the
ity
frogpredationratebeyondwhichred-leggedfrogswillbecome
Lit- critical attack rate value using equation 7 for ranextinct;unitsare in km shorelinecleared/adultbullfrog/yr).
forthe determintle differenceexists between the distribution
domly chosen parameter values as described earisticmodel(solidline)and the stochasticmodel(circles).
lier (Monte Carlo Set 1; Table 2). Large variations
in the parameter values resulted in a narrow distribution of critical attack rates (Fig. 2). Increasterm population dynamics may be oscillatory or ing the uncertainty in the bullfrog parameters
chaotic. With the default parameters in Table 1, increased the frequency of larger critical attack
rate values. Increasing the uncertainty in the redequilibria can be shown to be invariably stable.
Single-Species Bullfrog Equilibrium Analyses.-- legged frog parameters increased the frequency
Equilibrium densities for bullfrog stage classes of smaller critical attack rate values.
Stochastic Simulations.- Adding year-to-year
can be calculated from equations lb, 2, and 3a.
variation created fluctuations around the equilibThe density of adult bullfrogs in equilibrium is
rium density more closely resembling natural
The results of the
A*=
(5) population dynamics (Fig. 3a).
1
[bSoSIS2
stochastic simulation revealed that these fluctua1 - S3
(y + g)At
(
tions lead to a distribution of attack rates that
and is positive provided that b 2 (1-S3)/SoSIS2.
may cause extinction and a decrease in the critiThe parameters jt and y control the equilibrium cal attack rate to approximately 0.0616 (Fig. 4a).
population size, which approaches zero as these The critical attack rate for the stochastic simulaparameters become very large. Equilibria are sta- tions corresponds to 50% extinction after 100
ble with the default parameters in Table 1. A large years (Fig. 4a).
UncertaintyTests 1 and 2.-For examining the
change in the parameter values is required before
getting unstable equilibria. Unstable equilibria results of uncertainty in yearly variation (Uncerresults in oscillations with a period of approxi- tainty Tests 1 and 2; Table 2), we compared the
mately 4 years. This corresponds to the time one width of the 5 and 95% extinction isoclines (Fig.
cohort takes to pass through all of the life stages. 5a). From the first and second uncertainty tests
Two-SpeciesEquilibriumAnalysis.-We analyzed (Table 2), we found that increasing the yearly
the 2-species deterministic version of our model variation in vital rates widens the range of attack
that includes both intraspecific and interspecific rates above and below the critical attack rate
predation. Equilibrium densities for red-legged value, in which extinction is possible (i.e., infrog stage classes can be calculated from equa- creases the distance between the 5 and 95%
tions la, 3b, 3c, and 5 (bullfrog equilibrium den- extinction curves). Increasing the yearly variation
sities do not change). The density of adult red- in the cannibalism and attack rates has little
effect on this interval.
legged frogs in equilibrium is
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Fig. 3. (a) A sample realizationfroma stochastic simulation
showingcoexistence of red-leggedfrogs (solid line)withbullfrogs (dashedline).(b) A sample realizationfroma floodsimuof
lationwitha flood probabilityof 0.25/yr.The incorporation
inthe dynamicsof boththe redperiodicfloodsinducesvolatility
legged frog (solidline)and bullfrog(dashed line)populations.

Monte Carlo Set 2.-

The results of the Monte

Carlo Set 2 (Table 2) revealed that uncertainty in
the mean parameter values also had no effect on
this extinction interval. However, changes in the
mean parameter values altered the critical attack
rate value by shifting the graph (Fig. 4a) along
the attack rate axis (Fig. 5a). Because little variation exists in the width of the 5-95% extinction
isoclines, the critical attack rate value becomes

rate

0.05

0

time

in

years

Fig. 4. The extinctionprobabilityfor red-legged frogs varies
with time and with the bullfrogattack rate (in km shoreline
cleared/adultbullfrog/yr).(a) For the Stochastic Simulation
withonly interannualvariationin defaultparametervalues, a
of attackrate values results in a range of
narrowdistribution
extinctionprobabilities
rangingfrom0-100%foranygivenyear.
of extincThe attackratevalue correspondingto a probability
tion of 50% after 100 years representsthe stochastic critical
attackrate value. (b) For the Flood Simulation,the range of
attackrates has greatlyincreased,and overallthe probability
of 0.3/yr).Labels
of extinctionhas decreased (floodprobability
(a-d) correspondto graphsa-d in Fig. 6.

useful for measuring effects of uncertainty. As
with the deterministic model, a large variation in
the parameter values, results in a narrow distribution of critical attack rates (Fig. 2).

Flooding Simulations
Following a single flood year, the bullfrog population exhibits overcompensatory oscillations.
The overcompensation is initially caused by a
strong decrease in cannibalism at low adult bullfrog densities, yielding a high number ofjuvenile
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Fig. 5. The effect of changes in the mean parametervalues, floodingand bullfrogmanagementstrategies,on red-leggedfrog
persistence is best illustratedby graphingthe 5, 50, and 95% extinctionprobabilitiesover the range of attackrate values and
time periodused in model simulations.The values correspondingto a 5 and 95%extinctionprobability
are representedby the
brokenlines above and belowthe solid line.The solid line representsthe values correspondingto a 50% extinctionprobability.
We referto thiscurverepresentingthe probability
of extinctionas an isoclinecurve.(a) Uncertainty
inthe defaultvitalratesand cannibalismparametersresultin a smalldifferenceinthe widthof the 5 and 95%isoclinecurvesrelativeto the 50%curve.Instead,we
see a shiftinthe positionof these curvesalongthe attackrateaxis.Thisshiftresultsina change in the stochasticcriticalattackrate.
The firstgraph (a) shows simulationswitha criticalattackrateof 0.0289 (dashed line),0.0616 (the defaultparametervalues,
dottedline)and 0.1785 (dottedand dashed line).(b) Incorporating
randomfloodsintothe modelhas a differenteffecton the shape
of the isoclinecurves.Randomfloodingincreasesthe widthand variability
of the 5 and 95%isoclinecurveswithrespectto the 50%
isoclinecurve (floodprobability
of 0.3/yr).(c) and (d) Incorporating
bullfrogmanagementstrategiesdoes not change the width
of the 5 and 95%isoclinecurvesrelativeto the 50%curveand likethe effectsof parameteruncertainty,
simulationsof bullfrogmanagementstrategiesresultina shiftinthe positionof the isoclinecurvesalongthe attackrateaxis.Thisshiftinthe 50%isoclinecurve
a
to
in
corresponds
change the criticalattackrate(as illustratedin d). (c) Isoclinecurves fromsimulationscorrespondingto the
managementstrategyof increasingadultbullfrogmortalityby an additional75%witha shootingfrequencyof everyyear (dotteddashed lines),everyotheryear (dottedlines)and every5 years (dashedlines).(d) Isoclinecurvesfromsimulationscorresponding
to the managementstrategiesof increasingbullfrogtadpolemortality
by drainingponds once every2 years (dottedlines)and the
combinationof drainingponds and shootingadultsevery2 years withan additionaladultmortalityof 30%(dotted-dashedlines).
The lowestcurve(dashedlines)correspondsto the simulationusingthe defaultparametervalueswithoutmanagerialintervention.

bullfrogs. When this cohort of juveniles becomes
adults, they impose a strong cannibalism pressure
on the subsequent cohorts ofjuveniles. This alteration of undershoots and overshoots eventually
fades since the equilibria are stable. With high
flood recurrence, bullfrog population dynamics

become very volatile, leading to a decrease in the
mean adult bullfrog density. This in turn increases the mean red-legged frog density, but their
population dynamics also become very volatile.
We investigated persistence patterns for redlegged frogs as a function of flood probability and
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attack rate. The probability of a flood decreases
the density of adult bullfrogs and therefore increases the range of attack rates for which coexistence is possible. With this, the probability of
extinction for red-legged frogs decreased with
increasing flood probability (Figs. 4a, 4b).
UncertaintyTest 3.--Incorporating floods into
the model at random had a large effect on the
width of the 5-95% extinction interval (Fig. 5b),
making the critical attack rate value a less reliable
measure of the effects of uncertainty in the flood
induced mortality rates. The effect that uncertainty in flood-induced mortality rates had on the
model's ability to predict probability of extinction for red-legged frogs was largely dependent
on flood probability, bullfrog attack rate, and
time since bullfrog introduction (Fig. 5a-d). The
results of uncertainty test 3 (Table 2) revealed

that for attack rates close to the critical value, the
model predictions for short-term persistence
(approx 25 years) were relatively robust, but predictions for long-term persistence (closer to 100
years) were not (Fig. 5a-d).
Simulations.--Bullfrogs were
HistoricStream-Flow
in
all
streams
of
interest for at least 20 years
present
prior to our study. Therefore, we calculated the
attack rate corresponding to 50% extinction after
20 years.We refer to this value as the 20-yearcritical
attack rate. We ranked each stream by the change
in the 20-yearcritical attack rate from that calculated in simulations without floods (Fig. 4a). The
watersheds ranked as follows: the 2 sections of the
Santa Ynez River (97 and 59% increases in 20-year
critical attack rate), Sespe Creek (47%), Piru Creek
(45%), and MatilijaCreek (10%). We checked our
results using the other disturbance mortalityvalues
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(Table 2) and found differences in the actual values
of the 20-year critical attack rate, but the ranking
between the watersheds did not change.
We ran 2 simulations for the Santa Ynez River:
1 corresponding to a bullfrog introduction in
1979 and 1 corresponding to a bullfrog introduction in 1969. For the section of the Santa Ynez
River between Gibraltar Reservoir and Lake
Cachuma, the percent increase in the 20-year
critical attack rate dropped to 27 from 59%. Conversely, the section of the Santa Ynez River
between Jameson Lake and Gibraltar Reservoir
increased slightly to 105 from 97%.

BullfrogManagement
Adult Shooting.--Imposing additional mortality
on adult bullfrogs every year or every other year,
decreased the equilibrium population density in
line with equation 5. Shooting frequencies
greater than every other year caused fluctuations
in the bullfrog population, with larger shooting
mortalities resulting in larger fluctuations. This is
a result of the overcompensatory population
dynamics due to cannibalism as described in the
previous section. These fluctuations in the population dynamics correspond to the shooting frequency, with the exception of every 4 years. A
shooting frequency of every 4 years magnifies the
natural oscillations that can occur when the bullfrog population dynamics are unstable and corresponds to the time it takes for a cohort to pass
through all of the life history stages. In cases of
large oscillations and persistence, the red-legged
frog population dynamics converge, or oscillate
synchronously, with that of the bullfrogs.
Similar to our analysis with floods, we examined
the likelihood of coexistence for red-legged frogs
as a function of the shooting frequency and the
predation attack rate. The width of the 5-95%
extinction curves remained the same for all
shooting frequencies and mortalities (Fig. 5c).
Therefore, we used the critical attack rate value
as a yardstick to measure the effectiveness of each
management regime. Adult-shooting mortalities
of 75% at 1- and 2-year shooting intervals resulted
in a 79 and 40% increase in the critical attack
rates, respectively. Similarly, adult-shooting mortalities of 65% at 1- and 2-year shooting intervals
resulted in a percent increase in the critical
attack rates of 67 and 34%, respectively. Intervals
22 years or mortalities <65%had small effects on
persistence patterns for red-legged frogs.
Pond Draining.-The consequence of pond
draining was the complete annihilation of a bull-

frog generation. This caused oscillations in the
bullfrog population similar to, but smaller than,
those caused by adult shooting. In cases of coexistence and large oscillations, the red-legged frog
population dynamics synchronized with the bullfrog population. In model simulations, we did
not allow bullfrog immigration from outside
sources. Hence, pond draining every year drove
the bullfrog population extinct within 10 years.
Pond draining every 2 years decreased the mean
bullfrog population density from 30 to 15
adults/km of shoreline and resulted in a 101%
increase in the critical attack rate (Fig. 5d).
Draining frequencies ?2 years had little to no
effect on the persistence of red-legged frogs.
The CombinedManagementStrategyof Pond Draining and Adult Shooting.-The management strategy of imposing additional mortalities on both
adults and tadpoles in tandem with a frequency
of once per year drove bullfrog populations
extinct within 10 years. When tadpole mortality
of 100% and adult mortality of 75, 65, and 55%
was imposed on bullfrog populations every 2
years, bullfrogs were extirpated within 15, 25, and
40 years, respectively. Implementing pond draining and adult bullfrog mortalities of 45 and 30%
every 2 years decreased the mean bullfrog population density from 30 to 3 and 6 adults/km of
shoreline, and resulted in a 381 and 235%
increase in the critical attack rate (Fig. 5d).

DISCUSION
ParameterUncertainty
Much uncertainty existed in our parameter values. Through simulations explicitly addressing
uncertainty, we found that changes in the mean
parameter values affected the quantitative predictions of the model but had little effect on the
direction of model predictions. For example,
using a different set of mean parameter values for
the adult shooting simulation changes the exact
attack rate value, but does not alter the change in
the attack rate value resulting from the imposed
management strategy. As such, our model predictions are robust despite the uncertainty associated with parameter values. This is important
because the main purpose of this modeling effort
was to evaluate the relative effectiveness of management options. Parameter values will vary
among regions and habitats, and obtaining careful estimations of every parameter value is timeconsuming and in some cases impossible. Conversely, obtaining estimates of a few key
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model, we assume cannibalism, and, unfortunately, this mechanism cannot be tested directly
without prohibitive effort. However, Rosen and
Schwalbe (1995) conducted intense bullfrog
removal experiments in the San Bernardino National Wildlife Refuge, Cochis County, Arizona,
DisturbanceRegimes
and saw populations rebound to 50-80% of preThe likelihood of extinction for red-legged removal densities within 3-4 months. This large
rebound in adult densities is in line with populafrogs in model simulations was largely influenced
by the flood frequency. Our model simulations tion dynamics predicted by our model. In a simishow that flood frequencies >0.2/year can facili- lar field experiment, large rebounds in the adult
tate the persistence of red-legged frogs. Simula- population was observed following a shooting
tions using the historic stream flow records year along the Sespe Creek drainage near Rose
revealed that coexistence was also determined by Valley, Ventura County, California (S. S. Sweet,
the exact sequence of flood years (i.e., the flood University of California-Santa Barbara, unpubsequence), particularly within the first 10 years lished data). Studies of transient responses suggest
after a bullfrog introduction. We ran 2 simula- the nature of density dependence, in particular
tions for the SantaYnez River: 1 corresponding to the presence or absence of the overcompensaa bullfrog introduction in 1979 and 1 corre- tion implied by our Ricker function.
The population response to pond draining was
sponding to a bullfrog introduction in 1969 and
found striking differences in the percent increase subdued in its oscillations, and the results of model
in the 20-year critical attack rate. We found a sig- simulations showed that pond draining can facilinificant difference in the flood sequence in the tate the coexistence of red-legged frogs with bullfirst 10 years between simulations starting in 1969 frogs if done at least every 2 years. In contrast, the
as opposed to 1979. Similarly, after 1978, Matilija 2002 Recovery Plan for the California Red-legged
Creek had the exact flood sequence found in the Frog recommended an interval of 3-4 years. In our
first section of the Santa Ynez River but had the model, pond draining every 2 years successfully
lowest ranking. The mechanism behind Matilija's reduced bullfrog population densities by 50%.
low ranking was a large gap between the first Draining frequencies less than once every 3 years
flood year (1952) and the second flood year had little effect on bullfrog densities, and, in turn,
(1969) after a bullfrog invasion introduction.
red-legged frog persistence. Unfortunately, our
model did not incorporate bullfrog immigration or
These 2 simulations reveal that the flood
sequence within the first 10 years after a bullfrog emigration; we realize this is an unrealistic
introduction is a critical window dictating the assumption, as bullfrogs are excellent dispersers.
outcome of coexistence versus extinction.
Therefore, we suggest that ponds in close proximity (5-10 km) be managed as 1 large collective and
BullfrogManagement
precautions be taken to decrease immigration
Efforts taken to eradicate bullfrog populations from nearby rivers. In most cases, ponds prove to
by increasing adult mortality through shooting be the source population for nearby rivers and
are likely to be ineffective in promoting coexis- streams, so managing the pond sources may help
tence. First, a large amount of effort, a mortality to decrease bullfrog populations elsewhere.
The combination of shooting adults and draining
of 65% or greater every 2 years, is required to
make shooting adults beneficial for red-legged livestock grazing ponds was extremely more sucfrog persistence. Second, this effort can create cessful at eliminating bullfrogs than either stratefluctuations in bullfrog population dynamics, gy independently. Even low shooting efforts signifiwhich in turn may cause large fluctuations in the cantly decreased adult bullfrog densities by 80%
red-legged frog population. These fluctuations when coupled with pond draining. Higher shooting
would make red-legged frog populations more efforts successfullyeliminated bullfrog populations.
vulnerable to extinction. However, these fluctuations are a product of the Ricker function used Understanding Attack Rate
Research has revealed that amphibian declines
for density dependence. Presently, we do not
have sufficient data on population dynamics to are the result of multiple factors working synerrigorously test mechanisms creaeting density gistically (Blaustein and Kiesecker 2002). The key
dependence in fullfrog populations. In our insight from our basic model is the role of the
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attack rate in determining coexistence versus
extinction. Thus, it is important to understand
how attack rate interacts with other causes of
decline, such as habitat destruction and the presence of other introduced predators.
The attack rate is a measure of bullfrog search
efficiency. Specifically, attack rate measures the
average length of shoreline that is kept clear of
prey items by a bullfrog in a given time interval.
We expect the attack rate to be strongly influenced by habitat complexity, with more complex
shorelines producing lower attack rates. Conversely, habitats that are highly modified by
human activity, typically characterized by a
decrease or complete lack of habitat complexity,
we expect to have high attack rates. In other
words, we expect bullfrogs to be less efficient at
keeping a complex shoreline--choked with cattails and bulrushes clear of prey items-then they
would be a shoreline devoid of such vegetation.
The original motivation behind this modeling
work came from the observation that both
species coexist in some environments, but not in
others (Hayes and Jennings 1986, Twedt 1993,
Cook 1997, Christopher 2000). Field observations
documenting coexistence and extinction support
our hypothesis as to how the attack rate changes
with habitat complexity. Field observations documenting coexistence are within large marshes
and ponds with high habitat complexity (Twedt
1993, Cook 1997, Adams et al. 1998, Christopher
2000). Twedt (1993) attributed the coexistence of
bullfrogs and red-legged frogs to differences in
microhabitat use, which would decrease the
attack rate. California red-legged frogs also occupy and breed in artificial and highly modified
habitats, such as livestock grazing ponds and
reservoirs. However, they do not occur in these
habitats when bullfrogs are present (Davidson et
al. 2001). Cattle effectively trample all emergent
vegetation growing within and around the
perimeter of a pond or stream, thus greatly
decreasing habitat complexity (Gunderson 1968,
Kauffman and Krueger 1984). In addition to livestock, changes in wetland hydrology, from
ephemeral to permanent, and the regulation of
flow regimes also decrease the structural complexity of habitats (Richter and Azous 1995, Poff
et al. 1997, Adams 1999). Habitat destruction has
obscured our ability to directly assess the effects
of introduced predators on the overall declines
of red-legged frogs (Hayes and Jennings 1989;
Adams 1999, 2000; Davidson et al. 2001). This
model, plus experimental studies linking specific

environmental factors to the attack rate parameter, can be used to disentangle the correlated factors of habitat destruction and introduced bullfrogs and help to understand how these 2 factors
work synergistically to eliminate red-legged frogs.
Along with habitat destruction, predation pressure from other introduced predators, such as
fish, red-swamp crayfish (Procambarusclarkii),and
signal crayfish (Pacifasticusleniusculus),have hampered our ability to directly assess the threat of
introduced bullfrogs (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2002). The impacts of these other predators
are a large decrease in survivorship of eggs and
larvae, and possibly a decrease in juvenile and
adult survivorship (Kiesecker and Blaustein 1998,
Lawler et al. 1999). In cases of overlap between
introduced fish, crayfish, and bullfrogs, a much
lower bullfrog attack rate would suffice to rapidly
eliminate red-legged frogs. Under these circumstances, actions should be taken to control the
densities of both bullfrogs and introduced fish and
crayfish. Pond draining can successfully accomplish this. In addition, evidence suggests that frequent winter floods, typical of California streams,
can hinder the invasion success of fish native to
eastern North America (Fausch et al. 2001). Thus,
flood disturbance regimes used to manage bullfrog populations, flood frequencies 20.2/year, also
may apply to reduce introduced fish populations.

MANAGEMENT
IMPLICATIONS
Our model evaluates the sensitivity of redlegged frog populations to bullfrog predation,
the role of flood regimes in facilitating coexistence in rivers and streams and the relative effectiveness of bullfrog management options on
increasing the likelihood of coexistence. The
construction of dams and reservoirs has altered
the hydrologic regimes of most rivers and streams
in southern California (Poff et al. 1997, Richter et
al. 1997). We now have means of controlling flow
regimes downstream of these sites (Fausch et al.
2001). Managers can use this control to the
advantage of red-legged frog conservation by
manipulating flows to favor native frogs and
decrease bullfrog densities.
Our model suggests that the combination of
shooting adults and draining ponds will be the
most successful bullfrog management strategy.
Eliminating bullfrogs by the removal of adults
alone would require an exorbitant amount of
effort. However, the low level of adult mortality
required for the combined treatment to render
effective lends to the argument that simply
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removing bullfrog take limits in non-native areas
could work synergistically with pond draining
efforts to facilitate coexistence. Any effort to successfully eradicate bullfrogs would be time-consuming and costly, but maintaining bullfrog population densities below a critical level is feasible.
Estimating a critical bullfrog density would
require better estimates of the attack rate, including a better understanding of how the attack rate
varies with habitat complexity.
Environmental variability plays a large role in
invasion success. Thus, predicting the outcome
of an exotic species invasion and the impact that
species will have on the native biota is difficult
(Moyle and Light 1996a,b).Interactions among several factors, including stochastic events, have more
than likely played a role in eliminating red-legged
frogs from certain regions but not others. Quantifying the effect of introduced bullfrogs on redlegged frogs is difficult. Undoubtedly, their role
varies on a site-by-site basis. From our model, we
have a quantitative measure of bullfrog predation
on California red-legged frogs that can potentially be used to assess individual sites. Our model,
plus experimental studies that link specific environmental factors to the attack rate parameter, can
provide managers with a useful tool for controlling
bullfrog populations and facilitating the conservation efforts for the California red-legged frog.
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